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The air velocity in blast waves from t.n.t. explosions

By J. M. DEWEY

Suffield Experimental Station, Alberta, Canada

(Communicated by A. G. Gaydon, F.R.S.-Receiv, d 29 October 1963)

(Plate 9]

The air velocity has been measured in blast waves produced by the detonation of trinitro-
toluone (t.n.t.) charges varying in mass from 30 to 200000 lb. The technique consists
essentially of using a high-speed camere to record the displacement of smoke trails formed
close to the charge just before detonation. The initial decay of velocity behind the shock agrees
well with theoretical predictions, such as those of Brode (1959), but at later times then)
is an extended outward flow, which, it is postulated, is caused by the 'after-burning' of the
detonation products in the presence of atmospheric oxygen. It has been shown that this
phenomenon does not occur in the case of the detonation of an explosive with a high oxygen
balance, or for a nuclear detonation. The velocity decay within a t.n.t. blast wave may be
described by the equation

V = V, (I-M) exp (-ag)+aIn (I+flt)

fitted to the data by an iterative least squares procedure. It has been demonstrated that
particle trajectories, determined by the smoke tracer technique, may be used to calculate the
variations of density, pressure and temperature within the wave, without reference to
other measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sir Geoffrey Taylor (195o) calculated the basic characteristics of an intense point
source explosion of negligible mass, and was able to describe the resulting blast
wave to the time at which the peak hydrostatic pressure had fallen to about 10 atm.
At lower pressures his analysis ceased to be accurate because the similarity assump-
tions that he had used to describe the blast wave were valid only when the peak
pressure was large compared to the ambient atmospheric pressure. Von Neumann
& Bethe (1958) made similar calculations and, in addition, gave a mainly qualitative
description of the point source blast wave in intermediate and low pressure regions A

by assuming in the first case that y- I was small, and for the low-pressure region

that an approximate acoustical theory could be applied. This theoretical work has
been further extended by Sakurai (19S3, 1954) and Oshima (:96o). The advent of
high-speed digital computers made it possible to carry out complete numerical I
solutions for the spherically symmetrical explosion. Results of such analyses were
reported by Broyles (196o) and Brode (x955) for a point source, and Brode has made
similar calculations for the explosion of high-pressure spheres (Brode 1956) and
spherical trinitrotoluene (t.n.t.) chargm (Brod. is95). These calculations are par-
ticularly valuable beemue they give not only the shock front conditions but also
the predictsd vsiation of prsur, density, temperature and particle velocity
"throughout the reg6n from the char centre to the shock front.

In 19s6, a programm* *a strted at Suffield Experimental Station, Canada,
to study the physics of blast waves, using mainly charges of t.n.t. ranging in size
from 8 to 1081b. VritiltUt time the blast parameter most commonly measured
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had been the hydrostatic overpressure. The peak value could be determined from
the shock velocity, and the decay with time by means of piezo-electric transducers.
Many of the effects associate-d with blamt waves arise from the dynamic pressure cf
tile air flow after the pasisae of the shock front, and for this reavont studies were
started to determine the air density and velocity in this region. A gauge which has
been developed to determine the density has been described by Dewey & Anson
(1963), and the techniques and results of the velocity measurements are the subject
of this paper.

2. EXPICRIMENTAL TECHNIQUE8

Initial studies of blast waves at Suffield Experimental Station were concentrated
on the region in which the peak side-on overpressure varies from about 7.5 to
0.5 atm. This is the region of most interest to those concerned with the response of
structures to blast waves. At peak overpressures of 7.5 and 0-Satin the Rankine -
Hugoniot equation yields peak particle velocities of approximately Mach 2 Ald
0.3 respectively, relative to the speed of sound ahead of the shock, and these values
might be expected tn decay to zero in times of about 10 to 200 ms for the range of
explosive yields considered. The violent accelerations involved have precluded
the use of any normal type of anemometer, although Strdrm (:96a) has described
a corona discharge absolute anemometer which might be used for this purpose.
The technique developed at Suffield uses high-speed cameras to record the move-
mentof visible low inertia tracers. In conjunction with this work, M uirhead, Lecuyer
& MeCallum (i959) and Muirhead & Lecuyer (:g9g), measured the movement of
various types of smoke streams in shock tube flows, and within the limits of experi-
mental error showed that they acted as perfect tracers of the air flows. This tech-
nique was later extended to study the air flows associated with the interaction of
shock waves with a variety of small-scale structures (Muirhead & McCallum t959).

The method, as developed for use in the field with large yield explosions, con-
sisted of forming smoke trails in a vertical plane containing the charge centre and
parallel to the object plane of a high-speed cin6 camera. The displacement with time
of the trails was measured from the resulting films; the air velocity was then calcu-
lated, and subsequently transformed from Lagrangian to Eulerian co-ordinates to
give the velocity-time variation at specific distances from the explosion. A typical
set of smoke trails is shown in figure 1, plate 9, which is a photograph taken 110 me
after the detonation of a 200000 lb. surface burst hemispherical charge of t.n.t.

The trails were formed by a chloro-sulphonic acid mixture released from spinning
mortar shells consisting essentially of steel tubes sealed at both ends, as shown dia-
grammatically in figure 2. Two holes in the walls of the tube, close to the leading end
are sealed internally by a metal plug silver soldered into position. A 7 g hammer is

held by a brass shear wire in a hole drilled into the threaded plug which seals the
shell. At the lower end there is an impulse turbine. The shell is fired by means of a
25 g gunpowder charge contained in a cartridge, and the resulting explosion gives
the shell an Initial velocity of about 700 ft/s and an angular velocity of about
400rev/s. The hammer at the upper end in released by the impulsive motion of the

shell, and strips off the metal plugs. The deceleration by air resistance, and the
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centrifugal forces of the spinning shell ejects the 30 ml. of acid mixture through
the unplugged holes. rae acid rapidly absorbs atmospheric water vapour to form
an acid droplet trail about 2 ft. wide. The mortars are fired a few tenths of a second
before. the charge is detonated to produce trails of the desired height immediately
before the arrival of the shock front.

In order to determine accurately distances in the plane of the smoke trails,
marker boards were placed at intervals along the mortar line. These were made
from steel plates supported by girders set in concrete, so that they were not dis-
placed by the blast wave. The surface of each plate was painted with a black and
white pattern and the distance and elevation of the pattern centre was surveyed
relative to the charge centre.

-h rended sem v plug

Mim oheer wire

nozzle plug

4

30 ml. of cbloro-mulphonic acid mixture

L M - itapub turbinw

Fiouz 2. Diermnm of smoke mortar shell.

In the majority of experiments two 16rmm cameras were used to record the
smoke movement; a Fastax WF 3T operating at between 2000 and 4000 frameuls,
and a high-speed Kodak operating in the range from 1000 to M000 frames/a. Neon
bulbs within the cameras marked the edges of the films, using a pickup from the
detonation pulse to obtain a wero signal, and the output from a crystal oscillator to
give timing marks at I or 2-5 ma intervals.

AD the experiments described here were carried out in bright sunny conditions,
and it was found that the contrast of the smoke trails against a clear or hazy sky
was so slight that the trails could be studied only during a short period in which
they were iliuminated by the fireball. In order to improve the contrast, the trails
were photographed against black smoke background formed by burning petrol,
gelled by adding 2 % Octoic acid and 4 0 Octal powder.

3. ANALYTICAL POCIDURNS

The individual frames of the films wee projected at & aon of approm-
mately 20. The charge centre was not normally in the field of view, but it. position
in the projection plane could be determined from thorns of the marker boards. A
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grid of radial lines was drawn on the projection plane through this point. Each
frame was projected onto the grid and alined correctly by positioning the images of
the markers. A typical grid and frame is shown as figure 3.

It was assumed that the air movement was radial so that the intersection of a
smoke trail and a grid line defined a smoke element, the motion of which could be
followed from frame to frame. The assumption of radial movement has been con-
firmed in several experiments in which intersecting patterns of smoke trails in the
same plane were used, so that the movement of each intersection could be ob •erved.

shock front

.canwra fild of view

Fiounz S. Smoke trail pattern projected on to radial grid. The intereection of a trail and a
grid line defines a smoke element the displawement of which from the charge eentre may
be measured. The camera neld of view is that used for a 10000 lb. t.n.t. experiment with
trails formed at a nominal elevation of 4W. The centre marker board wva 15 .ft. from
the char, entre.

In all came. of ground burt hemispherical charges the movement was found to be
radial over the region of displacement of a single intersection. A complete pattern
of intersecting trails was not normally used in them experiments since it entailed a
much wider grid spacing and a orreponding reduction in the quantity of data
obtained. The technique has been used, however, in casm where the flow was not
expected to be radial, such, as for vnting underground explosions.

The horizontal distauce of each element from the charge centre was measue
with the aid ofa film reader consisting ePsentially of a potentiometer giving a digital
output on punched paper tape. References labelling the trail. grid line and the time
after chrge detonation were alm coded. The displacement-time eamuement, of
each element were then sorted from the total data by means of a digital computer.
At this stage the horizontal component of an element displacement was correced
for the effects of wind, and resolved to give its radial displaement from the charye
centre. In each experiment the wind speed and direction were monitored contlnu-
ouly at a limited number of positions and heighta. Owing to spata vardatim,
however, it has been found far more relble to detemine the spe wind
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component in the plane of the trails by ieasuring their drift before the arrival
of the shock. No experiments were carried out with winds of greater than abuut
10 miles/h.

A fourth-degree polynomial was then fitted to the displacement-time data for
each smoke element. The fit was made only up to the arrival of the secondary shock,
at which point there is a discontinuity of the first derivative. Figure 4 shows a
typical set of data and the resulting fitted curve.

70-
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Fiuvuz 4. Variation of particle displacement with time. Points ae the
obwstrA vahas. Line in the lit to a fourth-d•gwee polynomial.

The standard error of such fits varied from 0-08 ft. for 60 lb. charges to 05 ft. for
a 100-ton charge, and these figures are probably the best indication of the accuracy
with which a trail centre could be defined. From this point of the analysis the para-
meters were scaled as follows. Radial distance*, r, were reduced to r/8 and times,
I, to d/8, where S - ( WPJP); c was the ambient velocity of sound, W the charge
mass in pounds, P the atmospheric pressure, and Ps a *tandard pressure, taken for
the altitude of Suffield to be 13-67 lb./in.' or as 14-7 at sea level. The validity of this
scaling procedure is diecused in 16. At 0,I ft. intervals of scaled distance, within
the range covered by the movement of a specific smoke element, the fitted displace-
ment-time equation was solved and differentiated to give a erie, of distance-time.
velocity co-ord t The rroulting co-ordinate for all the smoke elements were
sorted so as to gather the velocity-time pairs for each of the specified distances.
A typical wet of such data obtained in an experiment with a 200000lb. surface
burst charge is plotted in figure a where the given times am measured from the arrival
of the shock at that distance.

The ernr of a least squares fit is normally greatest at the limit. of the dataand so
the derivatives at the extremes of the fitted displacement-time curves wee rejected.
Values of the particle velocty immediately behind the sbock wer. not obtained
therefore. In order to derive t peak vahle it was neessary to extrpolae the
velocity-time co-ordinates to the time of shock arrival and this could be done most
consixtfetly and mveniently by fitting an equation to them values. This had the
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added advantage that the resulting equation could be used to describe the shzape of
the velocity decay in a concise form.

The equation which has been used most commonly to describe the decay of blast
waves is a modified form of an equation discuswd by Friedlander (1946), namely

P - PI(1 - t/r) e-2,

where P is the blast parameter under discussion, P. its value immediately behind the
shock, 9 the time measured from the shock arrival, a a decay constant, and? the
positive duration at which time the parameter first returna to its ambient value.
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it out be shown that thin equation may b usd to describe the decay of u e blast
parmmeter* from t.n.t. eplosions within limited regions, but when attempts were
made to fit the velocity data, it became cklr that there was a significant departure
from the Priedlander form. A good fit could nsually be obtained in the region clee
to the shock and this gave a value of peak velocity which ag-ed wll with the value
derived from thO shck velocity. Fits could not be obtained at atter times. Any
reasonable form of the equation significantly undem stimated the veoeitie, in this
period, and it became clear that an extnded form of the equation would be required
to d&eribe completely the velocity decay. Home of the equations investigated
were

V - +Ae--.
V - 1 18 C -So + 0I - a ) e - 71 0 - A ) .

V . 1 [e- I (I -- l)e$Il+-',
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where a, A, f, 7 and n were additional fitted parameters. Consideration of the
difference between the observed and the predicted flow, which is discussed below
(see 16), indicated an additional logarithmic term, and the equations

V = V,(1-flt)e-+aIn(l +t),

V = 1(1 -f#t)e-l+aln (1 +7t),

and V = .(1 -flt)e-at+aIn (I +flt)

were r0I fitted, each giving a progressively better fit, as judged by the standard
error. The excellent way in '-:hieh this last equation fits the data in figure 5 is
typical of that throughout tC'. region studied, and for all charge masses that have
been used.

4. (CURVE-FrITING METHODS

Equations such as those discussed above cannot be fitted to experimental data
by ubual least squares methods since the normal equations contain the relevant
coefficients in non-linear form. An iterative technique was therefore devwioped,
based on a method of Gauss and described, among others, by Whittaker & Robinson
(1924), and Moore & Zeigler (i196o). Consider a function y = f(a,b,c,x) v here x
is the independent variable and a, b and c are the parameters for which it is required
to obtain a best fit. If F = [P -f(a, b, c)]2, where 0 is the observed dependent
variable, it is required to solve the equations

UF _F 2F
-a _b- = -aF = 0.

Since these equations could not be solved, estimates a', b', c' of a, b, c were obtained
and the function expanded by a Taylor series about this point, namely

f(a'+ a,b'+ fl,c'+ y,,x) = f(a',b':c',x)+ a b + + 7

plub higher order ternas which may be neglected if a, f and 7 are small; that im. if the
estimates a', b' r "d( r ', good. The normal equations are then derived asm follows:

Let
F N f(a'+ a, b'+fl, c'+Vxi) - pill;

i-I

hence
. - 2 V(a'+ab' + f,'+ Yz)-P,] 0 for a minimum,

rn-I

and similarly ,or V,!b and aF!&-.
Applying the ipproximwte value from the Taylor expansion, we have

f-I
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which gives the normal equations

aa) +f( 0 yY.; aL) ( VC) = f-yf

These equations are solved to give values ofQ, f), v which are added to the estimates
of a, b and c to give new estimates, and the process may ie iteratd until a minimum
value of the standard deviation is obtsined to a desired degree of accuracy. For this

itkrative process to converge it is necessary for a, fl %nd y to be small, that is,
good initial estimates of the parameters must be o()tained. This iterative technique
was used to )it the observed data to the equation

V = Vl(1-flt)e--4+aln(I+/1t),

and thus find the best fit values of I' a, df and a.

5. RESULTS

The initial aims of the studies de.,cribed here were to develop a method for the
measurement of the air velocity in blast waves, Lnd subsequently to use this tech-
nique to study the air motion in blast waves from a ',ide variety of charge sizes.
It had been intended to make these measurements in the range of intermediate
shock strengths from about 7.5 to 0.5 atm overpressure. At high shock strengths,
however, the temperature behhid the shock was such that the sulphuric acid
droplets, which formed the trails, were vaporized. This effect occurred at shock
strengths of about 5 atm overpressure for which the temperature behind the shock is
300 'C. Luchinskii (1956) gives the boiling-point of sulphuric acid formed from a
water vapour+ sulphur trioxide mixture as being in a range from 280 to 339 'C,
depending on the percentage of water present. The temperature behind the shock
at this pressure level increases with distance from the shock front (Brode 1959),
which would account for the observation that, in the limiting region for this effect,
the trails do not disappear at the shock, where the overpressure is greatest, but at
some distance be, ind the shock. The majority of air velocity measurements have
therefore been restricted to the region of shock strengths from 5 to 05 atm over-
pressure. In current work titanium tetrachloride is being used as a tracer, and satib-
factor- results have been obtained at higher pressures.

The air velocity was measured in blast waves produced by surface burst charges
of t.n.t. of the following masses: 30, 60, 100). 10000, 40000 and 200000 lb. All the
charges were made from cast pure t.n.t. with central Tetrytol boosters. The boosters
accounted for about 0.2 0* of the charge mass. The 30 and 60 lb. charges were. cast
a. solid spheres, while the large charges were built in the form of hemispheres from
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12 in. x 12 in. x 4in. cast blockseachof about 32.61b. The manufactureof thecharges
has been described by Pennie, Philips & Holdsworth (196o) and Philips, Ditto &
Holdsworth (i96o). In all experiments using block-built charges, probes were
placed throughout the explosive and uniform detonation was confirmed in all
cases.

1-2t !i

+180

00

0. I I , . oc

16 8 0 12 H
scaled distance (ft./S)

Fioumi 6. Comparisons of peak particle velocities for surface burst t.n.t. charges of 60 lb.
(A); 10000lb. (+); 40000lb. (0) and 2000001b. (@). The line Ahows the particle
velocity calculated from the shook velocity.

The results frm all experiments were analyzed by the methods described in
U3 and 4, and the valuen of the peak velocity, VJ, determined by the best fit
equation to the velocity-time data are plotted against scaled distance in figure 6.
Also shown is the variation of peak particle velocity determined by applying the
observed shock velocity in +in continuity equations. The variation of velocity with
time at specific distances has also been compared with Brode's calculation and a
typical comparison was shown in figure 5. Several significant differences may be
observed between the two curves. The actual rate of decay of the velocity is slower
than that indicated by Brode and the arrival of the secondary shock is sooner, but,
due to the extended outward flow from the charge, it occurs in the positive flow
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period. There is an indication from some experiments that the flow velocity may
increase slightly prior to the arrival of the. econdary shock, but this has not been
confirmed. The reason for this difference will be discussed (see 56). The secondary
shock occurs in the blast wave from a chemical explosion, and originates as an
inward facing shock produced by the deceleration of the contact surface between
the detonation products and the atmosphere. This shock implodes at the origin
and is then reflected outward, to following primary shock, as shown in figure 8.

0'8
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00
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0 0.5 10 1.5 20 2-5

scaled time (mns /S)

Ftouiw 7. Comparison of the time variation of velocity at a scaled distance of 5.8 ft./S
from furface burst t.n.t. charges of 60lb. (0); 40000 lb. (@) and 200 000 1b. (A). The
line is the least squares fit to the 200000 lb. data.

Comparisons were also made between the velocity-time variations obtained using
the different explosive yields, and typical comparisons at a specific sealed distance
are shown in figure 7. At no distances could any significant differences be observed
and the data f3r all the experiments could therefore be combined and fitted to

V -f 17,(l - #)e- + aIn (I + I).

The resulting best fit values of V., a, fl, a and P* are given in table 1, where t* is
the time for the velocity to fall to t•/e. This latter parameter is given since it has
more physical significance than /#l which should not be considered as the positive
dt ration in this case but rather as a normalizing factor for time.

All of the information derived by the smoke trail experiments may be presented
on a single z - I diagram, as shown in figure 8. This information includes the distance
versus time of the primary and secondary shocks, particle trajectm ies as traced
by individual smoke elements, the isotachs joining points of equal velocity and the
distance variation of t.
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T~ALs 1. BUsT FIT PARAMRTZRS OF EQUATION V -- V.e-I(l -Pt) +a In (1 +/t)

peak
scaled velocity,

distance V.
(ft./lb.i) (Mach units) a a 90

5.0 1-02 0.520 1-242 0-545 0"83
5.5 0"88 0-460 1-174 0"500 0.89
6-0 0-79 0.415 1-162 0"467 0-97
6"5 0-69 0-374 1-140 0-437 1.05
7-0 0-61 0-343 1-131 0-410 1"12
7"5 0"55 0-318 1.118 0-384 1"18
8"0 0.50 0-300 1-101 0"360 1-23
8"5 0-46 0.290 1-070 0-332 1-27
9.0 0"42 0-279 !065 0-313 1-32
9"5 0-39 0-268 1-043 0.294 1-39

10.0 0.36 0-258 1-030 0-276 1-44

10.5 0-33 0-246 1-020 0-264 1.51
11.0 0-31 0.238 1-007 0.252 1.56
11.5 0.29 0.228 0.998 0-239 1-60
12-0 0-27 0.220 0-989 0-229 1.63
12-5 0-26 0-211 0"980 0.220 1.66
13-0 0-24 0.206 0-975 0-210 1-68

! I

- !-

Spricle tn~lj ory

-A 1) 1I

"scald adial distane (t'8)

Fiou-m S. diagam showing the trajretories of the prnary MW a roirk y (-A
shocks; the panticle tuajectorim (. - --); the isotachm ( --) joining points of equal Mach
velocity and 90(0). the timer at which the viocity has decayed to I*' of its mwak value.
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6. D1scurssio
The technique for the measurement of air velocity in blast waves has been

developed to a stage at which it can be applied to free-field meastuements on a
routine basis, and with inherent errors not larger than those of other blast measure-
ments. The smoke im observed inside the shock sphere so that light from the trails
is refracted continuously in its passage through the high-density region behind the
shock, and also, in the opposite direction, at the front itself. This refraction will
give a slight shift to the image of the trail, but calculations based on an assumed
density variation behind the shock indicated that the apparent displacement would
be less than 0.1 % in the region of interest and, in fact, only 0-3 % a& a shock strength
of 200 atm. This point was also checked experimentally by attempting to detect
any apparent shift of the marker boards as they were iaveloped by the wave.
No such a shift could be measured.

The peak velocities and the variation of velocity with time at specific distances
from the charge have been compared with the predictions for a t.n.t. explosion,
given by Brode (1959), who based his calculations on an energy release of I kcal.
He assumed a figure of 252 kcal'mole for t.n.t. with a density of 15.g/cm, which
gives a scaling factor of 9.4 for a 1 lb. charge. A random selection of 813 cast t.n.t.
blocks from those used to build the charges for the experiments described above,
had a mean density of 1.57 g/erm. For cast t.n.t. of this density, Cook (1958) quote.
an energy yield of 1.16 kcal/g which gives a scaling factor of 96 applicable to
Brode's results for a 1 lb. charge. Measurements of peak pressure have been made
by Groves (personal communication) for a large number of air-burst spherical
t.n.t. charges, using a photogrammetrical method of determining the shock
velocity. The pressure distance curve from these experiments is shown in figure 9.
A comparison with& corresponding results by Brode gives a scaling factor of 10-0, and
this factor ham therefore been used for all the air velocity comparisons. It would
appear that the energy yield of t.n.t. detonated in free air may be about 4 0o greater
than that indicated by Cook.

The air velocity measurements described here were made with surface burst
charges, and to compare them results with predictions for a free air spherical
explomion, it was necessary to apply a ground reflexion factor. This was done by
comparing the shock overpreaure-distance relationships of air and ground burst
charges and finding the ratio of the distances at which ait specific pressure was ob-
Perved. The cuib of this ratio gives a reflexion factor which, for a perfectly reflecting
surface would be two. Figure 9 shows such a comparison which yiolds reflexion
factors that vary in the regin• of present interest from 1.5 to 1.76, depending on
the distacem from the charge. The comparisons betwern the observed and predicted
velocities have been made using the appropriate mefxion factor calculated in this
way. To confirm the validity of this procedure the air velocity was measured in the
blast waves from spherical t.n.t. 60 lb. ehargs detonated at 45 ft. above the ground.
Comparimons between the free air and surface bursts sult. scaled in this way, are
shown in figure 10 and no significant difference can be observed.

When it became cler that the decay of air velocity in blast waves from t.n.t.
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explosions was not following the expected form, comparisons were made between
the observed velocity decay and that derived from Brode's calculationst Such a
comparison was shown in figure 5. The difference between the observed and pre-
dicted velocities was studied and found to yield a consistent relationship of the form
Av = aIn (1 + 0) where Av is the velocity difference (see figure 11). Combination
with the modified Friedlander equation led directly to the form quoted above. It
must be pointed out that this equation is empirical and no physical significance
can be attached to any of the fitted parameters, other than V,, the peak velocity.
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Fio'mz 0. Variation of peak o pemure with distance from the charge. 8oIid line ia the
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It is suggested that the departure of the velocity decay from that of a classical
blast wave is due to 'after-burning' of t~n.t. Trinitrotoluene has a chemical com-
position of the form CH 1N3O,. C4ok (i958) gives the detonation products of 1.59
density t.n.t. as carbon monoxide (1), carbon dioxide (10), water (1), nitrogen (59),
ammonia (0-4), methyl alcohol (4.5), hydrogen cyanide (1.1) and carbon (14.2)

where the figure. in brackets are the number of moles per kilogramme. Although the
exact composition of these product• will depend on the nature of confinement of the
explosive (Jones & Miller t948), a simplified analysis, assuming stoichlometric
mixtures indicates an oxygen defieieney of greater than 60% by mam. On several of
the large-scale exprimenta radiation measurements weo made to determine
firebail black-body teraperatures, such as these described by Tawe & Pattnan (.96a)

t The repor of Brolr'. calculations foer t.n.t. quou the variation of blat paraiters with
distance fm thOw. eplosion. at specific tumn. For practical eltdies of blast waves it is auwlly
more cmnvnent to know the variation with time at Peific locatiom. Dr Bodns was kind
mnouh to kvwt hi. nrinial co, mput output. to the author. w that the rrjuirwi information
muodi be d"i, d awl word in tlh omnpsriwow adisussed hw".
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for a 100ton t.n.t. explosion. These measurements showed a peak temperature of
8600 °K at 0.7 ms after detonation, which may be associated with the shock front
temperature. As the shock front expanded and cooled it became transparent to the
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FIGuRIC 10. (omparison of the velocity.time variatiom from free mi and surface burst 60 lb.
t.n.t. charges. +, Free air meaaremeant at a soaled distance of 4.8 ft./,; o, surface
burst mensurement at a sealed diatanee of 5.8 ft-IS; line shows the Ieat squares fit
to the combinod data.
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radiation from the detonation products, yielding a black-body temperature of
about 30') 'K. These products continued to radiate for several seconds after detona-
tion at a temperature of about 2500 °K. It therefore appears that the detonation
products are of a composition and temperature such that several exothermic reac-
tions will take place in the presence of atmospheric oxygen, thus serving as a
relatively slow but significant energy source for Rome time after detonation. It is
suggested that this additional release of energy accounts for the non-classical decay
of velocity within the blast wave.

IN-

Flttag 12. CO(npsaiion of the olAernO4 andMpWedi't4i eontcwt surface tMjetorwiM for a
200000 lb. t.n.t. surf e Imrut chareu. Solid lino shown the or'e1d tjectory end the
btok line U. trapvtor" pwict from frad,'. evskulatmns. Points are the obtarvd
(0) anti prodiet• (A) nmin ,xhk tram•oi.

This effect is further illuxtrate bwy a comparison between the otserved growth
of the fireball and the trajectory of the contact surface predicted by Brode. Such
a compiarison ins hown in figure 12. It will be we that them- in excellent agreement
between the two shook trajecwiem, indicating that thoe orrec •sclingt ficto hap

been used, but a considerable diffcenvne between the trajectorie of the two contact
surfaces indicates a proorm such as after-burning' for which no allowance wao
made in Brode's calculations. This phenomenon also has been obs-erd when
explo.ivs of low oxygen balance awe used for hAglow blating. When the ann-
bustion jroducts ecape md mix with the atmosphere, a mcondary explosion

In order to test this after.bumingh'hypothesis, it wouM be de•sirable to study the
blast waves produced by t.n.t. charges detonated in an oxyg.frWe atmospbere.
However, pure t.n.t. cannot be detonated masly in mmam Is. than about slb.,
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and facilities for performing such an experiment are not at present available. An
alternative was to make measurements in blast waves produced by explosives with
a high oxygen balance, such as nitroglycerine. Cook (1958) gives the detonation
products of nitroglycerine, with a specific gravity of 1.6, as carbon dioxide (132),
water (11), nitrogen (5.9), nitric oxide (1.4) and oxygen (0.4) where the figures in
brackets indicate moles per kilogramme. The high sensitivity of this explosive makes
it difficult to use for experimental purposes, but a series of experiments was carried
out with 601b. spherical charges of Geogel, an explosive produced by Canadian

aw
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Flouza 13. Compeluim of "bs vowlty-time vwiaw t a solsd d of
4.8 W oS fiom 00 lb. murfao. bum~ cb•m of a.t.c and .

Industries Ltd. and composed of 50% nitroglyowin.. Tie manufaictrers q-aoW
an energy yield I % hoger than tn.t. and a 2s6% exem of oxygen in the exploive
products. The pressure-distance curves obtained for sir burst sad ground burst
Geogel charges had a different slope from those of t.n.t. with a crn over point at
about l-75atm, oorrespo to a distanc of about 6ft. from a I lb. charge.
Closer to the charg the pmesure. from t.n.t. we greater and at lon!W distanoc
they wee km than thorn for Gool, This was to have beo expeced from the
slower detonation veloolty of Googol quoted at 6M m/s compard with 66b mls
for t.n.t. For convenience, comparsions betweom the air velocities In the two blast
waves we made clse to this moss-over point. Figure 13 abow a. aomparsm nbe
tw the velooity-time variations for t.n.t. am Oogol. Tbher is no uieamrable
diffrece between the two deesys until the veloc•ty has kfon to about Uc o0.,
krom which point the Geogel aurm continues to fag In the aumloW mms , giving
a seal positive duration of about 2-3. The difference between the blat waves frm
the two expklveo is shown even maw earldy by the comparison betwem the

kartolerdcoriuown ln ifgure 14.
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In a series of experiments with 60 lb. t.n.t. and Geogel charges, the detonations
were photographed at 64 frames/s on a oolour film. A luminous fireball from the
t.n.t. exiplosions existed for at least 500 ms, but for less than 17 ms for the Geogel.

It was recently brought to the author's attention that a limited number of smoke
puffs and trails had been used on some of the early nuclear explosions detonated by
the United States, and, on request, a copy of a 100 frames/s film showing the smoke
movement, was supplied by the U.S. Government. The small number of smoke
tmils that had been used did not make possible a complete particle velocity analysis,
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but several purtidel trajectorie ouud be followed. Anslyrs of the shock vdoety
hom the nucekarexploebon indicated a blur yiekl of about U• kiAotom. This figmr
was used to mscle the rewhte se that they could be wompard with tn~t. dsaw and
math a ciomarsnisi s hown in flr 16. T11e WWu oscled prle• d •kewts
from the two expkocis am very similar. but diffe 4"cndlzty "t later tie when
the nuckew We& decays in the dawkel fiorm. Both mreurme dere •ived from fme
skt explosions and disciontinuities aft caused by the arrvald ofthesbc dm e ct
fii T gound.

Thyke. (i95o) pointed out that a major diflcudty in the aralyb ofsheia
batsut a Ohm d~o sok we"• leaves the sir in a date an w"• the enu deaeesm
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radially, so that after its passage, when the air has returned to atmospheric pressure,
the air temperature decreases with increasing distance from the centre of the ex-
plosion. For this reason the density is not a single valued function of the pressuie
in a blast wave, aod if the pressure-time relation is measured at a point, it is not
possible to derive directly the density-time relation unless the particle trajectories
are known. In this case the trajectory of the air which was monitored by the pres-
sure transducer at any instant can be traced back to its position when it was
shocked. The Rankine-Hugoniot equation can then be applied at that point and the
density at the original position and time calculated from the adiabatic equation.

ar,,i a I of n-fhn IIA .ick

45

~41

soaled time after shock wmnval (ma e0ls)

Fwtaux 13. Omtpat~a. of the psuteiv tnajoetoarf it bkw wa, from
air buftf t.n.t. (a) and nukeka (0) t'zqdoiouwm.

8uch a conversion ha., in fact, been done with reasonable sueee (Dewey & Anon
1963). On the other hand, if the particle trajectories are luown, it is posible to
calculate the density directly in terms of the ambient value by applying the con-
urvationofa amaim equation s hich i unaffected by themitropy chane at the shock.
The equation may be written fr a tspherical flow in the form

where pe is the ambient demity and p the density of an air element at a tioe I
mad radial position r. the orin position of which was :. The p&ai derivation
?Iax may be determined fom the observed relationship between ru ad tat a constant
time. A family of sm curves for a lO0OOOlb. t.n.t explosion is shown in fltuns 16.
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The lydroptatic pressure may now be determined from the density by using the
adiabatic equation as described above. The velocity of sound and thus temperature
ratios can then be found. This would be of great advantage since it would enable
velocity methods to be applied to reflected and secondary shocks. The application of
the above relations requires the assumption of a constant ratio of specific heats
throughout the wave, and this is probably valid for blast waves of strengths less
than about seven atmospheres overpressure. These relations have been applied in

t-349ms

600- 261

+ 165

4(4 1 I ,._ _ I

400 500 G&I
initial radial distance, x (ft.)

FIotu•E 16. The radiai positions (r) of elements in a blast wave plotted against their originalI ponitiorm (x) at the stated times (t). Data obtained with a 200000 lb. surface burst charge.
The slolpm ol the" curves are a measure of the radial compression from which the density

S~ratio can be calculatted.

preliminary hand calculhstions which showed good agreement with the pressures
and densities measured independently. Such an analysis is well suited to a digital
computer and would permit a complete description of all the physical parameters
within a blast wave in the range discussed, using only photographic instrumentation.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The smoke trail displacement technique has enabled the particle velocities to be
measured in blast waves from t.n.t. explosions varying in mass from 30 to 200 000 lb.
Throughout this range the results have scaled completely, using a factor

8= -f(WPo/P),

where W is the charge mass, P the ambient pressure and P0 a standard pressure.
Good scaling was also achieved between air burst and ground burst explosions by

~~~~~~~~~- - ---• ----• • ' •• .' - : J, . . . .
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using a ground reflexion factor in the range of 1.5 to 1-76, depending on the distance
from the charge. There was no significant difference between the measured velo-
cities close to the shock and those predicted from Brode's (1959) calculations
after applying a scaling factor of 10.0 for a I lb. charge. At later times the decay of
velocity did not follow the classical form and there was an extended outward flow
from the charge. The shape of the velocity decay could be described by an empirical
equation of the form V =Ee-'(I -/?t)+aIn (1 +flt).

It is postulated that the extended flow is due to the after-burning of the t.n.t.
detonation products in the presence of atmospheric oxygen, and it has been shown
that this phenomenon does not occur for an explosive with a high oxygen balance
or for a nuclear explosion. It has been shown that for the range of shock strengths
studied, it is possible, in theory, to determine the time and spatial variation of all
the physical parameters of blast waves from the photographic analysis of the par-
ticle trajectories. These analyses will be the object of future studies.

The work described here was carried out as part, of a programme of the Defence
Research Board of Canada whose permission to publish this paper is gratefully
acknowledged. Research of this nature requires the assistance of a very large
number of persons and, the author wishes to thank, in particular, the Suflield
Field Section under the leadership of Mr N. Spackman, the Munitions Section under
Mr W. Ditto for provision of the explosive charges, black smoke background and the
smoke mortars, Photography Section under Mr F. C. Trafford for provision of the
excellent photographic records and, above all, Mr W. A. Anson for his unfailing
assistance at all stages of this work.
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